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Consciousness
This second part is based on some newer theories on consciousness.
Johnjoe McFadden is professor of molecular
genetics at the University of Surrey. His books
include Quantum Evolution (2011), Human Nature:
Fact and Fiction (2006) and, co-authored with Jim
Al-Khalili, Life on the Edge: The Coming of Age of
Quantum Biology (2014).
https://aeon.co/essays/does-consciousness-come-from-the-brains-electromagnetic-field
-------

Is MM going to approach HI?
MM = Machine Madness
HI
= Human ImmortalityDate

Likely not for quite a while.

Why?
Well, it may all hinge on consciousness. Are we going to be able to program consciousness into a
smart computer? If we assume consciousness is just a fast computational skill then we are likely to
fail. However, as Johnjoe McFadden has theorized, consciousness my be the EM field coalescing
and beginning a functioning state using cbits.
This idea of a Bio-Field is old and psychics claim to be able to see into this
Aura/Bio Field/Conscious ElectroMagnetic Information (cemi) field.

Quote
Ideas, I propose, are the computation units of
consciousness – its conscious ‘bits’ or ‘cbits’.
End Quote

AND, as I see it humans are quite a long way away from being able to manipulate something as
ethereal as cbits in cemi fields. But, is it inevitable? Is it just a TECHNICAL issue to solve?
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When that technical problem is solved then the push will be on for machines to claim sentiency
and equality as a life form. Remember that at that point in time these machines will control the
law.
Quantum Computers
Ah, that FAST computational arrangement. Might those quantum vomputers be able to MODEL
the interference patterns of cbits in the cemi fields? Gees, we are talking a new language now.
Note:
I am calling quantum computers by a
new name so as to distinguish them
as unique and also cause many typo
errors. LOL Let’s make it difficult.
Who said life was easy?
Vomputer = Very Fast computer
When a new, new computer comes out (a Cbit Vomputer) manipulating the cemi fields of the
HARD WIRED quantum computer, then are we going to have Artificial Sentiency (AS)?
How long will it take quantum Vomputers (who control the laws) to declare AS equal to HS
(human sentiency) with a small ‘h’ and a small ‘s’ as we, as humans will be becoming of lesser
importance and quite redundant here on Earth?
It’s enough to scare the willies out of oneself. So, it is good that I won’t be around when all that
is rocking-the-world. Too bad! I’d like to give my opinion at that time.
OK
I’ll give it now. LOL hehehehe............ Let’s see, where to begin.......
I know, should a baby that was given life by two humans have rights of its own? Oh, gees not
that.
Ok, Yes. Then should a baby life form that was given life in a human laboratory and is also
sentient, also have rights of its own? AAAAAAAAA....... EHEHEHEHEHEH...... ahahahah........
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Maybe?

